Two techniques are presented for measuring the refractive index of fluids. The first is a reflective technique where liquid is applied to a rough surface to hold the liquid during measurement. Ellipsometric psi and delta data are acquired and analyzed to determine the fluid refractive index. The second technique is refractive and uses a hollow prism cell to contain the liquid. The fluid index is then determined using the prism minimum deviation technique. Both techniques have been applied over a very wide spectral range from the vacuum ultraviolet to the infrared and have been implemented on a research spectroscopic ellipsometer system (VUV-VASE®) with continuously variable angle of incidence. The refractive index of several candidate immersion fluids for 157 and 193 nm immersion lithography are reported over the spectral range from 156 to 1700 nm in a nitrogen-purged environment. The advantages and disadvantages of both techniques are discussed. Results were checked against values measured on very accurate prism minimum deviation equipment at NIST, and agreement with NIST has been found to be good on all fluids measured.
I. INTRODUCTION
Immersion lithography has emerged as a viable technique for extending optical lithography several years and several device generations. 1, 2 This has recently generated great interest in accurately measuring the refractive index of fluids. 3, 4 Since lithographic applications are most concerned with ultraviolet and deep ultraviolet exposure wavelengths, it is required to determine the fluid index at wavelengths in the deep ultraviolet at 193.4 nm and the vacuum ultraviolet at 157.6 nm. It is desired to find liquids which are transparent at these wavelengths and with refractive index values optimized by adjusting the fluid chemistry. This presents challenges to chemists developing new immersion fluids and also to optical spectroscopists developing index measurement techniques for these new fluids which must work deep into the ultraviolet and vacuum ultraviolet.
This work presents two techniques for measurement of fluid refractive index, n, over a wide spectral range. It is possible to apply a few drops of fluid to a rough surface and measure the reflection from the fluid surface. A more accurate method is the prism minimum deviation technique with the liquid contained in a hollow triangular prism cell. Both techniques are considered here.
Ellipsometry has traditionally been used for determination of refractive index of bulk solids and thin film materials. 5, 6 Samples are almost always rigid solids, which allow for easy alignment and do not flow during the measurement. Liquids are less stable during measurement and present challenges, as fluids will flow over a surface and may evaporate as well. Obviously, fluid flow is a problem when the liquid is held vertically. If the experiment permits samples to be mounted horizontally, it is possible to pour liquid into a container and measure reflected light from the upper surface; however, vibrations can be a problem for fluids poured into a container as the surface is not completely still during measurement. This work presents methods for minimizing fluid flow using a rough surface to permit a vertical measurement geometry, or stopping the fluid flow altogether by containing the liquid in a hollow prism cell.
II. EXPERIMENT
Two different fluid measurement techniques have been implemented on a commercial spectroscopic ellipsometer system (J.A. Woollam Co., Inc., model VUV-VASE®). The two techniques are used to determine the refractive index of fluids over the spectral range from 140 nm in the vacuum ultraviolet to 1700 nm in the near infrared. The first technique uses roughened glass or other suitable roughened substrate to which the liquid is applied. The second technique uses the prism minimum deviation technique in a hollow prism cell.
In this work the rough surface method was implemented using a frosted glass slide to provide a rigid surface to which a few drops of liquid was applied. 7 The frosted rough surface provides a large surface area to which the liquid can attach and which slows fluid flow long enough for optical data to be acquired. As the fluid spreads across the rough surface, the upper surface of the liquid forms a (reasonably) flat specular a)
Electronic mail: rsynowicki@jawoollam.com surface which allows measurement by standard reflectionmode ellipsometry. The rough liquid-substrate interface scatters light which passes through the liquid to the interface. Therefore, only light reflected from the smooth upper surface of the liquid reaches the detector. This situation is identical to reflection from a bulk quantity of a liquid or solid material. This is shown in Fig. 1 .
In the rough surface technique the liquid surface may not be completely smooth, and is slowly flowing, thus possibly having a lower specular reflectance than a rigid or "frozen" sample. This is not a problem in ellipsometry, however, since the ellipsometric polarization measurement is ratiometric, meaning the ratio of the p-and s-reflection components are measured rather than the absolute intensity. It is also possible to fit the ellipsometric delta data to account for surface imperfections modeled as surface roughness.
Advantages of the rough surface technique are that it requires only a few drops of the fluid to wet the surface for measurement, measurements can be made with the fluid mounted vertically, and the reflection-mode measurement works in spectral ranges where fluids are absorbing and would be opaque in transmission-type measurements. Periodic or continuous rewetting of the surface can be used in situations where the fluids have very low viscosity or when evaporation is a problem. It is possible to wet the surface in a place away from the measurement point and let the fluid flow evenly into the measured area.
Disadvantages of this technique are the possibility of evaporation, contamination from the surrounding ambient, or reaction with the ambient to which the fluid is fully exposed. Also, since only a surface reflection is measured there is low sensitivity to small extinction coefficient ͑k͒ values, as the path length in the fluid is effectively zero. This is expected, as a similar problem is encountered on solid glass or other transparent samples where measured k values can be four to seven orders of magnitude lower than the refractive index n. However, k values can still be determined by traditional transmission measurements through transparent cells.
The prism minimum deviation technique is commonly used for extremely accurate measurements of bulk transparent glasses. 8, 9 Refractive index measurements to five or six decimal places are common using this technique on solid materials with good control of the sample temperature. Use of the prism minimum deviation technique for measuring fluid indices in the ultraviolet was pioneered by Burnett and Kaplan at NIST. 10 Their measurements provide accurate reference values.
In the minimum deviation experiment a hollow prism is used to contain the liquid. Measurements are made through transparent windows of CaF 2 or high-purity fused silica. Light passing through the prism is refracted and the angle of refraction can be used as a measure of the fluid refractive index. This is shown in Fig. 2 . Window refraction effects cancel out in the symmetric cell, so the measured deviation angle is due only to the fluid in the cell. The refractive index is related to the measured minimum deviation angle through the following equation:
Here, A is the prism apex angle, n gas ͑͒ is the index of the surrounding ambient, and ␦ min ͑͒ is the measured minimum deviation angle where light travels symmetrically through the prism such that the angles made by the light rays with the entrance and exit faces of the prism are equal. At any given wavelength, with the apex angle and gas ambient constant, the fluid refractive index n fluid ͑͒ is determined by sweeping the goniometer angles to find the minimum deviation angle ␦ min ͑͒. Once the minimum deviation angle is found, the extinction coefficient k fluid ͑͒ can be determined by measuring the transmitted light intensity through the liquid for two or more cell positions with different path lengths. Thus, it is possible to accurately measure both n and k of a fluid in a single experiment. 4 Note the prism minimum deviation technique does not measure light polarization, and thus cannot be considered a true ellipsometric measurement. Rather, it is a transmission measurement of refraction angle through a triangular prism cell. To perform the minimum deviation experiment it is required to have continuous variable angle capability with very high resolution. Since highly accurate goniometer systems are employed on research spectroscopic ellipsometers, it is possible to adapt the prism minimum deviation technique to variable angle ellipsometer systems. Measurements are possible at any wavelength where the fluid and the cell windows are semitransparent. It is possible to set the wavelength at discrete values or perform continuous wavelength scans over a wide spectral range.
Advantages of the minimum deviation technique are extremely high accuracy index measurements. It is also possible to measure k in the same cell by measuring transmitted intensity at two different path lengths. 4 In the enclosed prism cell fluid flow is not a problem, and the cell can be capped to avoid evaporation or contamination.
The main disadvantage of the minimum deviation method is it is a transmission-mode measurement which requires the cell windows and the fluid to be semitransparent at all measured wavelengths.
Measurements reported here were performed on a VUV-VASE® spectroscopic ellipsometer system capable of continuous angle operation from 10 to 90 deg and over the spectral range 140 to 1700 nm. The VUV-VASE® contains a nitrogen-purged optical system which allows operation into the vacuum ultraviolet. The ambient temperature was between 29 and 33°C for all measurements monitored using a thermocouple temperature sensor. It is possible to correct the results to a temperature of 21.5°C using the thermo-optic coefficient of the refractive index as reported by Burnett and Kaplan. 10 Burnett and Kaplan report a dn /dT of −0.0001°C −1 for water near 193 nm. If the temperature during measurement was 31.5°C, for example, the refractive index can be corrected to room temperature ͑21.5°C͒ by adding 0.001 to the original index measurement to account for the 10°C offset. Figure 3 shows results for one candidate 157 nm immersion fluid (Fomblin Y-18 PFPE oil) measured using both the rough surface and prism minimum deviation techniques. The refractive index at approximately 32°C is plotted over the spectral range 157 to 250 nm. Agreement between the two techniques is better than 0.003 at all wavelengths. This is expected, as this was the resolution limit of the rough surface technique in this work.
III. RESULTS
To test the repeatability of the prism minimum deviation technique in the VUV-VASE®, measurements were repeated 50 times at wavelengths of 193.4 and 589.3 nm. Results for 193.4 nm are shown in Fig. 4 . Note the range in index is 8.68ϫ 10 −5 and the standard deviation of the measurements is 1.66ϫ 10 −5 . This demonstrates excellent repeatability with plenty of resolution for current immersion lithography research applications. Figure 5 shows the refractive index of ultrapure water at 21.5°C over the spectral range 185 to 500 nm using the prism minimum deviation technique. The temperature during measurement was 32°C. The refractive index was corrected to a temperature of 21.5°C as described above. Results from Burnett and Kaplan 10 at NIST are also shown for comparison near 193 nm. Excellent agreement was found between the two data sets. Assuming a dn / dT of −0.0001°C −1 , the maximum difference in refractive index was found to be 0.0006. It was found to be extremely important to correct for temperature differences among different measurements using the thermo-optic coefficient of each liquid. In all cases results agree very well with previous accurate values published by Burnett and Kaplan. Figure 6 shows results for four DuPont fluorinated liquids for use in 157 nm immersion lithography. Refractive index values at 32°C are plotted over the spectral range 156 to 500 nm. Refractive index results ranged from n = 1.308 to 1.325 at 157 nm. Work is currently underway to increase the index of these fluids while simultaneously minimizing k for maximum transparency.
IV. CONCLUSION
Two techniques for the measurement of fluid refractive index have been presented. It is possible to measure the refractive index of fluids using either a rough surface, or with the prism minimum deviation technique. The rough surface method is a reflective technique which allows measurement of highly absorbing fluids with index accuracy typically 0.002 to 0.003. The prism minimum deviation technique is a refractive measurement which requires transmission through semitransparent fluids, but is more accurate with accuracy generally 0.0002 in this work and can be improved even further with control of fluid temperature. Both techniques are plenty accurate for current research screening of candidate immersion fluids for lithography applications. Both techniques operate over a wide spectral range and have been implemented on a commercially available spectroscopic ellipsometer system.
